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Abstra t

In kernel based methods su h as Regularization Networks large datasets pose signi ant problems sin e the number of basis fun tions required for an optimal solution equals
the number of samples. We present a sparse
greedy approximation te hnique to onstru t
a ompressed representation of the design
matrix. Experimental results are given and
onne tions to Kernel-PCA, Sparse Kernel
Feature Analysis, and Mat hing Pursuit are
pointed out.
1. Introdu tion

Many re ent advan es in ma hine learning su h as
Support Ve tor Ma hines [Vapnik, 1995℄, Regularization Networks [Girosi et al., 1995℄, or Gaussian Proesses [Williams, 1998℄ are based on kernel methods.
Given an m-sample f(x1 ; y1 ); : : : ; (xm ; ym )g of patterns xi 2 X and target values yi 2 Y these algorithms
minimize the regularized risk fun tional
m
1X

min
Rreg [f ℄ =
(
xi ; yi ; f (xi )) + kf k2H : (1)
f 2H
m i=1
2
Here H denotes a reprodu ing kernel Hilbert spa e
(RKHS) [Aronszajn, 1950℄, k  kH the orresponding norm,  > 0 a regularization onstant, and :
X  Y  Y ! R a ost fun tion penalizing the deviation between f (xi ) and yi at lo ation xi .
1.1 Representer Theorem

Kimeldorf and Wahba [1971℄ and later Cox and
O'Sullivan [1990℄ proved the following whi h hara terizes the optimal solution of (1).
Theorem 1 (Representer Theorem)
Denote by k : X  X ! Y the kernel of the orresponding RKHS

H. Then the minimizer of (1)

an be

bs mi rosoft. om

des ribed by (the xi are the training patterns):

f (x) =

m
X
i=1

i k(xi ; x)

(2)

Thus rather than dealing with a (possibly) in nite dimensional Hilbert spa e H all one has to do is nd a
nite set of parameters i to obtain an optimal solution in H. This nding led to su essful algorithms
su h as the ones des ribed above.
1.2 Sparsity

While (2) is easy to deal with if m is not too large (the
memory requirements for storing the symmetri positive semide nite matrix Kij := k(xi ; xj ) are quadrati
in m), large datasets pose a serious problem. Hen e
one has to nd means to limit the number of nonzero
oeÆ ients i o uring in expansion (2). Support Ve tor Ma hines address this problem by introdu ing a
ost fun tion (x; y; f (x)) that eliminates the ontribution of basis fun tions k(xi ; x) orresponding to points
whi h have a large margin ( lassi ation) [S holkopf
et al., 1995℄ or are lose to their target values[Vapnik
et al., 1997℄. However, if the data is noisy the improvement an be negligible [Smola, 1998℄.
Another approa h is to add (yet another) regularization term penalizing the `1 norm of the expansion oefients [Mangasarian, 1965, Chen et al., 1999, Girosi,
1998℄. However, this does not alleviate the problem that we have to ompute (and invert) the matrix
Kij := k(xi ; xj ) for i; j 2 [m℄ ([m℄ := f1; : : : ; mg).
Sin e the latter s ales with O(m3 ) (ex ept for speial matri es) this approa h is not suitable for large
datasets either.
1.3 Spe i

Assumptions

Unless spe i ed otherwise we assume that
(x; y; f (x)) = 21 (y f (x))2 :

(3)

This is done for the simpli ity of the presentation and
Se tion 6 will show how under di erent onditions on
the proposed te hniques ould be applied, too. Using
Theorem 1, (3), and the fa t that in RKHS

hk(xi ; x); k(xj ; x)iH = k(xi ; xj )
the problem (1) be omes [Girosi et al., 1995℄
1

min
R [ ℄ = ky K k2 + > K :
2Rm reg
2m
2
The minimum of (5) is given by

(4)
(5)

= (K > K + mK ) 1 K > y = (K + m1) 1 y (6)
if K = K > (whi h is the ase for reprodu ing kernel Hilbert spa es) and K is of full rank. If, however, we pi k only a subset of basis fun tions, say
I = fi1 : : : in g  [m℄, the optimization problem an
be stated as follows
1

min
R [ ℄ = ky K mn k2 + > K nn :
2Rn reg
2m
2
Here 2 R n , K nn is the n  n submatrix of K given
by Kjjnn0 = Kij ij0 and Kjjmn0 = Kjij0 . The minimum
an be found by
= (K mn > K mn + mK nn ) 1 K mn > y

(7)

whi h is only an O(m  n + n ) rather than an O(m )
operation.
3

3

1.4 Matrix Approximations

This leads us to a third method how to solve this
dilemma. The idea is to nd a good subset I beforehand. One has to bear in mind that su h a subset is
not optimal in terms of Theorem 1 any more. However,
if one manages to eliminate irrelevant basis fun tions
the solution on the subset (of basis fun tions) may be
lose to optimal. This is the ase in parti ular, if the
spe trum of of the design matrix K de ays rapidly:
hen e there exists a subspa e S su h that K~ = KPS
is similar to K , namely the spa e orresponding to the
rst m0 largest singular values of K (PS denotes the
proje tor on the subspa e S ).
This paper studies several ways of nding matri es K~
of lower rank (and other numeri al desirable properties like sparsity) su h that the norm of the residual
matrix K K~ is minimized. Conventionally this is the
Frobenius norm

kK~ K k2Frob :=

m
X
i;j =1

(K~ K )2ij :

(8)

It is easy to he k that the Frobenius norm is the 2norm of the the singular values, sin e for any matrix X
with singular value de omposition X = LR we have

kX k2Frob = tr(X >X ) = tr(R>L>LR) = tr(2 ):

(9)

Therefore minimization of (8) also minimizes the onventional operator norm (the largest singular value)
kK~ K k2 := max k(K~ K )xk2 :
(10)
kxk2 1

Likewise, in some ases when we deal with fun tion
spa es, rather than the entries of K expli itly, we
will try to minimize the tra e of a symmetri positive
semide nite matrix of residuals K K~ . By de nition,
this is then equivalent to minimizing the 1-norm of the
eigenvalues of that matrix.
See Se tion 6.4 for further motivation why good approximations K~ exist if the spe trum of K is rapidly
de aying. In parti ular we will look for ways of nding
su h subsets I with omputational ost not larger than
O(m2 ), and, if possible O(mn). Moreover, we seek an
algorithm that has smaller memory requirements than
O(m2 ) sin e storage of the omplete design matrix Kij
may be out of question on large datasets.
1.5 Outline

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2
des ribes the basi approximation algorithm. Se tion
4 deals with ways of nding a good basis fun tion to
add to the subset of fun tions under onsideration, and
Se tion 3 des ribes orthogonalization pro edures on e
a parti ular set of fun tions has been sele ted. Experimental results are given in Se tion 5. Finally, Se tion
6 points out appli ations of the basi theory to other
ma hine learning problems. Relations to other algorithms (in parti ular to Sparse Kernel Feature Analysis [Smola et al., 1999℄) are given in Se tion 7.
2. Greedy Approximation Algorithms

In the following denote by Ki the olumns of the matrix K , and by ki 2 H the basis fun tions k(xi ; ) generating the olumns by Kij = ki (xj ). Moreover denote
by T an n  m matrix ontaining expansion oeÆ ients
for an approximation of the olumns of K , i.e.
K~ i =

n
X
j =1

Kij Tji :

(11)

Thus Ki K~ i are the residuals of the approximation.
A sensible requirement for any su h expansion is that

Tiij = Æij , or, in other words, that any Kl in the subset of sele ted basis fun tions is des ribed by itself.
Moreover we would like to nd the subset I and the
remaining oeÆ ients Tij su h that the approximation
(11) is good.1
2.1 A Mat hing Pursuit Variant
Finding an optimal subset
I is a ombinatorial prob

lem sin e there exist mn possibilities. A possible strategy to ta kle this problem is to use a greedy iterative
algorithm mu h in the spirit of [Mallat and Zhang,
1993, Natarajan, 1995, S holkopf et al., 1999℄, however
with the di eren e that we are not approximating one
single target fun tion but a matrix K i.e. m olumns
(or alternatively m basis fun tions).
Hen e we pro eed as follows: (1) nd the index ^{ from
the list of possible andidates [m℄nI of the basis fun tions / olumns that approximates the olumns Ki /
basis fun tions ki best. (2) nd a de omposition of Ki
into K~ i involving K^{ and Ki ; : : : ; Kim , i.e. nd suitable matrix elements Tij . (3) use the residuals Ki K~ i
as the new set of basis fun tions and repeat.
1

2.2 A Probabilisti Speedup

Unfortunately, step (1) may be too expensive to arry
out expli itly. Even if the omputational ost for assessing the improvement by using olumn Ki was only
O(m) (whi h is very likely, sin e all other basis fun tions should be onsidered), the total ost would already be O(m2 ). This is more than what we want to
a ept in most ases.
The tri k is to onsider only a random subset M of
xed size, say , and pi k the best basis fun tion ^{ from
this set rather than performing an exhaustive sear h
over all possible indi es i 2 [m℄nI . This is a feasible
strategy due to the following lemma:
Lemma 2 (Maximum of Random Variables)
Denote by 1 ; : : : ; m identi ally distributed indepen-

dent random variables with the ommon umulative
distribution fun tion F (i ). Then the umulative
distribution fun tion of  := maxi2[m℄ i is (F ( ))m .

In parti ular, for the uniform distribution on [0; 1℄,
maxi2[℄ i is distributed a ording to   . Thus, in
order to obtain an estimate that is with probability
0:95 among the best 0:05 of all estimates, a random
subsample of size dlog 0:05= log 0:95e = 59 will guar-

1
Optimality with respe t to some norms may too expensive to a hieve numeri ally sin e it an be of order O(m2 )
or worse, thus one will have to hoose a suitable norm as
well. See se tion 3 for possible hoi es of su h norms.

antee nearly as good performan e as if we onsidered
the whole set of basis fun tions.
2.3 Prototype of an Algorithm

This allows us to state a prototype of an algorithm for
matrix approximation (Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1 Matrix Approximation Prototype
input: K or fun tions ki , bound on residuals 
input: sub Pi kBestColumn, Proje tOutColumn,

and BoundResiduals
n = 0; I = fg; T = 0
repeat
n++

Draw random subset M from [m℄nI
in = Pi kBestColumn(M; K; T )
T new = Proje tOutColumn(K, T, I)
" = BoundResiduals(K; T )

until " < 
output: n; T; I; "

We investigated whether this assumption is true
on two real world datasets (Abalone and Boston
Housing from the UCI repository, and the USPS
database of handwritten hara ters). In all ases we
used Gaussian RBF kernels with 22 = 0:5d (d is the
dimensionality of the data; see Se tion 5 for further
details). Figure 1 shows that a subset of size 59 is
large enough to yield near optimal performan e. The
same results were obtained on the USPS postal and
the Boston Housing dataset. Note, however, that in
later stages of the algorithm the distribution of improvements may be ome very long-tailed, whi h e.g.
led to the edge in Figure 3. Su h e e ts, however, an
easily be taken into a ount by a rearrangement of the
hosen patterns afterwards.
2.4 Estimating a bound on the residuals
" = kK

K~ k2Frob =

m
X
i;j =1

(K K~ )2ij ;

(12)

i.e. omputing the error, is of ost O(m2 ). This is more
expensive than what we often are willing to a ept per
iteration (if we strive for an O(mn) algorithm).
If we Ptreat (12) as a sum of random variables,
Pm say
2
~
i := m
(
K
K
)
and
the
total
residuals
as
ij
j =1
i=1 i
we an apply uniform onvergen e theory to estimate
(12) by onsidering only a subset of the i . This is
useful sin e in the ase of the Frobenius norm we will
only onsider a subset M of the olumns of K K~ for
the sele tion of a suitable olumn anyway ( f. Se tion

2.2). Moreover the values of i for i 2 M will be
readily available at no additional ost ( f. Se tion 4).
The following bound is a simple orollary of a theorem
of Hoe ding [1963℄.
Corollary 3 (Smola et al. [1999℄)
Let 1 ; : : : ; m be independent identi ally distributed
bounded random variables, falling into the interval
[a; a + b℄ with
P probability one. Denote their average by
Sm = m1 i i . Moreover denote by s(1) ; : : : ; s(m0 )
with m0 < m a subset of the same random variables
(with s : f1; : : : ; m0 g P
! f1; : : : ; mg being an inje tive
map), and Sm0 = m10 i s(i) . Then for any  > 0 one
has

PrfSm Sm0  g
PrfSm0 Sm  g

)

e

0
0

2mm 2
(m m )b2

(13)

Hen e, if we are satis ed with the on den e level of
(13) we may simply reuse the values of the 2-norm of
the olumns to be onsidered for basis fun tion sele tion. Otherwise, we might as well in lude more basis
fun tion in the sele tion pro ess by onsidering a larger
subset M su h that the latter would bene t from more
omputations at the same time.
Finally, note that a similar te hnique an also be applied when omputing the tra e of the residual matrix
as needed in the approximation of fun tion spa es.
There, however, this is not ru ial for the numeri al
feasibility of the algorithm sin e an exa t omputation
an be arried out in O(mn) steps, too (see (22)).
3. Orthogonalization Pro edures

Let us assume for the moment, that by some pro edure, we pi ked ^{ as the next olumn / basis fun tion
to be in luded in our list of basis fun tions. Now we
have to remove the ontribution of the orresponding
olumn / basis fun tion from K .

and onsequently hKi K~ i ; K^{ i = 0 for all i. In other
words, spanf(Ki K~ i )ji 2 [m℄g ? K^{ .
It is easy to he k that for larger than one-dimensional
spa es this statement still holds (orthogonal proje tions are optimal in Hilbert spa es). Hen e, in subsequent iterations, say, at step j , it is suÆ ient to apply
(14) with the residuals Ki K~ iold rather than Ki in
pla e sin e this will lead to a new set of residuals with
(16)
(Ki K~ inew ) ? spanfKij jj 2 [n℄g
as required for optimality. The omputational ost
per iteration is O(m2 ) (sin e ea h orthogonalization
osts 2m multiply-add operations). We asumed that
the residuals are a hed ( ausing an O(m2 ) memory
requirement). The algorithm would be O(n  m2 ) otherwise, sin e one has to re ompute the residuals at
every step again. This may be more expensive than
what we are willing to a ept in pra ti e.
3.2 Fun tion Spa e

An alternative is to orthogonalize in fun tion spa e
rather than olumn spa e. The advantage is that the
dot produ t hk(xi ; ); k(xj ; )i = k(xi ; xj ) is O(1), at
least if dependen ies on the dimensionality of the inputs are ignored. Moreover, we obtain an approximation that is lose to the basis fun tions in the RKHS
under onsideration and not only at the training patterns xi where k is evaluated. Finally, as we shall see,
both the approximating matrix K~ and the matrix of
residuals K K~ are symmetri and positive semide nite.
The disadvantage is, that by su h a de omposition we
will not a hieve an optimal de rease in the Frobenius
norm of the residuals. But it will allow an exa t measurement of the 1-norm at O(mn) ost. The strategy
works as follows, again, starting from the rst iteration. Denote by
k~i :=

3.1 Column Spa e

The immediate hoi e when dealing with approximations in the Frobenius norm is to nd oeÆ ients Tij
su h that K~ minimizes the distan e to K in k  kFrob .
For simpli ity let us start with the rst iteration (n =
1). Here we have to solve the problem (K~ i = Ti1 K^{ )
argmin

m
X

T11 ;:::Tm1 i=1

kKi Ti1 K^{ k2 :

(14)

Solving for Ti1 yields
Ti1 = kK^{ k

2

hK^{ ; Ki i

(15)

n
X
j =1

kij Tij

(17)

and thus for n = 1 we have k~i = Ti1 k^{ . If we want to
minimize
m
X
i=1

kki

m

X
k~i k2H = kki Ti1 k^{ k2H

i=1

(18)

we obtain in analogy to Se tion 3.1
Ti1 = kk^{ kH2 hki ; k^{ i = K^{^{ 2 Ki^{
(19)
Again, the same onsiderations regarding the orthogonality of the residuals ki k~i wrt. the hosen basis

fun tions ki ; : : : kij apply:
spanf(ki k~i )ji 2 [m℄g ? spanfkij jj 2 [n℄g

4.1 Frobenius Norm

1

(20)

Ca hing k~i as in olumn spa e is not an option sin e
the basis fun tions are abstra t quantities. Therefore,
at iteration n omputing the dot produ t between all
residuals (ki k~i ) and (k^{ k~^{ ) is of order O(mn): if
k~i was hosen optimally a ording to the orthogonalization pro edure des ribed above it follows from (20)
hki k~i ; kj k~j i = hki ; kj k~j i:
(21)
This implies that, as pointed out before, the matrix of
residuals K K~ is symmetri and positive semide nite.
Moreover we an ompute the tra e of K K~ (whi h
is also the sum of the eigenvalues) by
m

X
tr(K K~ ) = Kii hki ; k~i i

i=1

(22)

whi h is an O(mn) operation, and in parti ular, involves no additional ost over the orthogonalization.
3.3 Krone ker Metri

As one an see from (15) and (19) the metri on the
spa e of olumns / kernel fun tions plays the ruial role in de ning how proje tions are arried out.
Rather than using a data-dependent metri we ould
think of a mu h more drasti simpli ation: to de ne
the dot produ t between two olumns / basis fun tions
to be the Krone ker delta, i.e.

hki ; kj iK := Æij :

(23)

This is a very rude simpli ation, however, it still
leads to a pra ti al proje tion rule: to remove the basis fun tion ^{ and leave to the rest of the basis fun tions / olumns untou hed. One an he k that this
is equivalent to nding the best approximation of the
olumns Ki if we hoose K 2 as the metri tensor,
sin e then Ki> K 2 Kj = Æij .
Unfortunately this is quite meaningless so we leave it
at the observation that other metri s ould be used,
too.
4. Sele tion Rules

The problem whi h basis fun tion should be sele ted
naturally involves a tradeo between the quality of the
sele tion and the amount of omputational resour es
needed to ompute the latter. Therefore we present
three possible hoi es for sele ting a suitable olumn
or basis fun tion.

One possibility is to seek the olumn K^{ that yields
the largest improvement in minimizing kK K~ k2Frob ,
where during the previous i iterations the olumns of
K~ were hosen su h that (16) holds. Sin e optimal
proje tions have to be orthogonal to the previous ones
we an write (for xed ^{)
(24)
kK K~ new k2Frob
m
X
(25)
kKi K~ iold ti (K^{ K~ ^{old )ik2
=
i=1

where
ti = kK^{ K~ ^{old k 2 hKi K~ iold ; K^{ K~ ^{old i: (26)
Thus the redu tion in the residuals is given by
(27)
kK K~ old k2frob kK K~ new k2frob
m
X
= kK^{ K~ ^{old k 2 hKi K~ iold ; K^{ K~ ^{old i2
i=1

Therefore the sele tion riterion is to evaluate (27) for
all possible ^{ 2 M (the subset of size  to be analyzed).
The omplexity per evaluation of (27) is O(m2 ) if the
residuals are a hed, and O(nm2 ) otherwise.
4.2 Fun tion Spa e

If we hoose the fun tion spa e perspe tive, a very
similar sele tion rule an be developed, however with
lower omputational omplexity. In analogy to (24)
we minimize
m
X
i=1

kki k~iold ti (k^{ k~^{old )ik2H

(28)

where

ti = kk^{ k~^{old kH2 hki k~iold ; k^{ k~^{old iH :

(29)

Again, the redu tion in the residuals is given by
m
X
i=1

= kk^{

kki k~iold k2H kki k~inew k2H

(30)

m

X
k~^{old kH2 hki k~iold ; k^{ k~^{old i2

= hk^{ ; k^{ k~^{old i

i=1
1

m
X
i=1

hki ; k^{ k~^{old i2

(31)

where (31) follows from the orthogonality between the
residuals k^{ k~^{ and the approximations k~i . Computing (31) is an O(mn) operation and thus heaper than
sele tion riteria involving the Frobenius norm.

4.3 Columns

A third riterion an be obtained from a related algorithm - Sparse Kernel Feature Analysis [Smola et al.,
1999℄. There, the sele tion riterion is to hoose the
basis fun tion a ounting for the largest varian e on
the training data.
In the present ontext this translates into hoosing the
olumn / basis fun tion with the largest 2-norm of the
olumn, i.e.
^{ = argmax kKi K~ i k2 :
(32)
i2M

This riterion an be even heaper to ompute than
the previous ones. If the residuals are a hed (whi h
is an O(m2 ) by itself, though) the rhs of (32) is of order
O(m). Without a hing the ost is omparable to the
previous se tion, i.e. it is O(mn).
It is impossible to laim superiority of one of the three
presented approa hes (or at least not for Se tion 4.1
and Se tion 4.2). They all represent design hoi es
regarding whi h target fun tion is minimized and how
mu h omputational e ort one is willing to spend in
order to obtain a satisfa tory solution.
While the Frobenius norm perspe tive may seem the
most appealing at rst glan e, the fun tion spa e view
o ers de ompositions that leave symmetri , positive
semide nite matri es both in K~ and K K~ whi h is
a big advantage, e.g. in Interior Point odes for mathemati al programming [Vanderbei, 1994℄.
5. Experiments

5.1 Datasets

In order to ompare the algorithm with a onvenvional
regularization network we looked at regression problems of moderate size (up to 5000 samples) in order
to be able to invert matri es and ompute the spe trum of the design matrix. Our algorithm would be
amenable to mu h larger datasets, however, no omparison would have been possible in the latter ase.
We hose the Boston Housing and the Abalone
dataset from the UCI Repository [Blake et al., 1998℄
and the USPS database of handwritten digits. The
rst data is of size 506 (350 training, 156 testing), the
Abalone dataset of size 4177 (3000 training and 1177
testing). In the rst two ases the data was res aled
to zero mean and unit varian e, oordinate-wise, while
the USPS dataset remained un hanged. Finally, the
gender en oding in Abalone (male/female/infant) was
mapped into f(1; 0; 0); (0; 1; 0); (0; 0; 1)g. We used
Gaussian RBF-kernels where the kernel width  and

the regularization onstant  were hosen to yield optimal performan e on the test set.2
kx x0 k2
k(x; x0 ) = e 22 where  > 0

(33)

We obtain =d = 1; m = 0:1 for the Abalone dataset,
and =d = 10; m = 0:01 on the Boston Housing
database. The parameter range was analyzed in logarithmi s ale, i.e. : : : ; 0:1; 0:2; 0:5; 1; : : : .
5.2 Algorithms

For onvenien e we give an expli it des ription of a
proje tion algorithm working in fun tion spa e (Algorithm 2). Sin e it is O(nm) per iteration (rather than
O(m2 ) for the Frobenius norm), all experiments were
arried out using Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Approximation in Fun tion Spa e
input: basis fun tions ki , bound on residuals 
n = 0; I = fg; T = 0; K a he = 0
fK stores the matrix Kiij g
repeat
n++
Draw random subset M from [m℄nI
fSele t best basis fun tiong
Compute hki ; kj i = Kij where i 2 [m℄ and j 2 M
Compute hki ; k~j i = K T M where T M is an n 
jM j submatrix of T .
for all i 2 M do Pm
M
2
Improvementi

=

K

K T )ji )
K T M )ii

j =1 ( ji (
ii (

K

end for
in = ^{ = argmaxi2M Improvementi
fProje t out k^{ g
t = (K^{^{ (K T M )^{^{ ) 1 ( T^{1 ; : : : ; T^{n ; 1)
dot = hk1 ; k^{ k~^{ i fuse K and K T M g
T = T + dot> t fRank 1 updateg
K = (K ; K^{ )
fBound
P the Residuals
Pm Pgn
n = m
K
i=1 ii
i=1 j =1 Kij Tij
until n < 
output: n; T; I; n
5.3 Random Subset Sele tion

The rst thing to he k is whether the reasoning of
Se tion 2.2 applies to real world datasets. We used
the USPS and the Abalone dataset to investigate this
issue. In both ases we used 22 = 0:5d, where d is
the dimensionality of the data.
This is a very onservative setting: the hosen parameters (; ) may not be optimal for the other algorithms
presented.
2

Figure 1 shows that a subset of size 59 is large enough
to yield near optimal performan e. The same results
were obtained on the USPS postal dataset.
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Figure 2.

We ompare the following three algorithms: a plain
standard regularization network where is obtained
a ording to (6), solutions of redu ed dimensionality where the redu tion is obtained by PCA, and a
sparse expansion obtained by minimizing the residuals in fun tion spa e. Sin e  and  were hosen to
be optimal for regularization the key point is to he k
how many basis fun tions are needed to obtain similar
performan e.
Figures 2 and 5 ompare the performan e obtained by
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6. Appli ations

While the approximation s heme in Hilbert spa es ertainly ould be applied to solving linear systems of
equations Ax = y dire tly, it would be unreasonable
to do so, sin e in the latter ase we do not want to
approximate a matrix but rather just a single ve tor.
Good approximations of the matrix guarantee good
approximations of a ve tor, however, better approximations with less iterations an be obtained by an
appli ation of a mat hing pursuit te hnique dire tly
in Hilbert spa e [S holkopf et al., 1999℄. Furthermore,
subspa e methods su h as [Skilling, 1988℄ also provide
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using lower dimensional subspa es generated by PCA
or sparse greedy approximation. One an see that their
di eren e in terms of performan e is only marginal.
The ru ial advantage of sparse greedy approximation,
however, is, that it is mu h faster (O(nm) rather than
O(m2 ) per iteration), leads to sparse de ompositions
(PCA may speed up training but has no e e t on testing speed sin e it yields dense de ompositions), and
requires O(nm) rather than O(m2 ) memory.
Even more striking | the qualitative behaviour of the
generalization performan e is very similar (see Figure
5). This an be understood by onsidering Figure 3:
the subspa es sele ted by the two methods are probably very similar sin e the tra e of the residual matrix
also exhibits almost identi al behaviour.
Hen e, sparse de ompositions an easily a ount for a
speedup of between 4 and 10 with no penalty in terms
of generalization performan e (and possibly even more
dramati improvements on larger datasets) but mu h
redu ed lassi ation time. The size of the residuals
indi ates when to stop (three oders of magnitude in
tra e redu tion proved to be suÆ ient in all ases).
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Figure 5.

a fast means of approximate solutions of linear systems. But there exist ases where the knowledge of an
approximation of the design matrix may be useful.
6.1 Support Ve tor Ma hines

Interior Point Codes are used frequently to solve the
quadrati and linear programs of Support Ve tor Mahines. While being very pre ise, they do not s ale well
to large problems sin e they require that the omplete
design matrix be stored in memory and inverted. Unfortunately, it is not exa tly K but KKKT := K +
diagf1 ; : : : m g that has to be inverted (the so- alled
redu ed KKT system Vanderbei [1994℄). This happens
several times during optimization.
While K itself in general has rapidly de aying eigenvalues [Williamson et al., 1998℄, the a tual matrix KKKT
does not exhibit this property. However, if we onsider
the approximation K~ KKT := K~ +diagf1 ; : : : m g, the
latter an be inverted by O(nm2 ) operations. This is
so, sin e the inversion of the diagonal part is O(m),
and K~ an be seen as a rank n matrix. Furthermore,
rank n updates of the inverse of an m  m matrix are
O(nm2 ).3 This will be the topi of further resear h.
6.2 Linear Programming Ma hines

A modi ation of the regularization term in the regularized risk fun tional leads to linear programming mahines [Mangasarian, 1965℄. While these have a sparsity term already in luded by penalizing the 1-norm of
the expansion oeÆ ients, it an be numeri ally very
demanding to solve the optimization problem exa tly.
Again, by hoosing a subset of basis fun tions to start
with (whi h has approximately the same expressive
power as the overall set of basis fun tions) we an nd
a solution that is almost as good as the general solution
but mu h heaper to ompute.
Modern mathemati al programming odes su h as
CPLEX have a so-valled Hotstart feature whi h enables them to solve larger problems eÆ iently, given
a solution on a subset of variables. This suggests the
following algorithm: nd a subset of basis fun tions
approximating K , solve the redu ed subproblem; if
the approximation quality is suÆ iently high in omparison to the size of the residuals K K~ (e.g. large
margin in lassi ation) stop, otherwise generate more
basis fun tions and ontinue.
3

Thanks to Chris Williams for suggesting this approa h.

6.3 Random Proje tions

Random Proje tion te hniques an be used to reate (lo al) hashing fun tions for neighbourhood and
sear h queries in high dimensional spa es ( f. e.g. [Gionis et al., 1999℄). They work by randomly proje ting
on a lower dimensional spa e and repla ing the high
dimensional neighbourhood query by a sear h operation that an be omputed more easily. In general
these methods operate dire tly in the Eu lidean spa e
given by data.
De ning a proximity measure on dis rete data (e.g.
webpages and other text do uments or gene sequen es)
by a Eu lidean metri will have problems in re e ting
the spe i stru ture of the data. Metri s based on
generative models (see [Jaakkola and Haussler, 1999℄
and subsequent work) an provide a mu h more adequate representation. Yet, a full neighbourhood sear h
in these spa es is out of question due to the omputational ost.
Sparse matrix approximations, however, are able to
re over most of the stru ture of the spa e by proje ting on just a few basis fun tions (e.g. a 99% approximation on the Abalone dataset involves just 200 out
of 3000 kernels). We expe t the e e ts to be even
more dramati as the sample size in reases. Consequently sparse matrix approximation methods are a
good andidate for fast and heap sear h riteria in
high-dimensional spa es.
6.4 Further Appli ations

Results su h as [Makovoz, 1996℄ show that under ertain onditions sparse aproximations of matri es exist.
Morever, optimality results for sparse greedy approximation algorithms [Natarajan, 1995℄ give good bounds
on the number of terms required by su h non-optimal
approximation s hemes. Combining both statements
may show that the algorithms presented in this paper
are a tually lose to optimal. This is the subje t of
further resear h.
Another appli ation of our methods are pre onditioners, used in numeri al mathemati s, to transform matri es before e.g. inverting them. The ore part is to
nd an easy to ompute approximation to the matrix
under onsideration. Sin e the present te hniques an
be applied to any positive semide nite matrix regardless whether it was generated by a kernel fun tion or
not (su h an equivalent representation always exists),
we hope that our approximation s hemes will be useful
in this area, too.

7. Relations to other Algorithms
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This algorithm [Smola et al., 1999℄ is very similar in
its stru ture to the te hniques presented in the urrent
paper. Its main di eren es are the additional normalization step in the `1 norm, arried out on the basis
fun tions after proje tion and the fa t that either the
olumn sele tion riterion (Se tion 4.3) or a Proje tion Pursuit-type riterion is hosen in order to pi k
the best basis fun tions.
7.2 Clustering

A popular method for nding a subset of fun tions ki
in the spe ial ase of RBF-kernels is lustering (see
e.g. [S holkopf et al., 1997℄): the luster enters obtained from a dataset are
used to generate the basis
fun tions. Sin e e kx x0 k is monotoni in kx x0 k,
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8. Dis ussion

We presented a general s heme to approximate symmetri positive semide nite matri es by subsets of
olumns or basis fun tions. The fun tion spa e algorithm, in parti ular, has the advantage of being O(nm)
per iteration whi h is signi antly lower than any algorithm operating in olumn spa e dire tly (they all
require O(m2 ) omplexity per iteration).
First experiments show that the algorithm is both fast
and has very good approximation hara teristi s whi h
will help over ome some of the limitations of urrent
kernel methods. We believe that it is the starting point
for an ex iting new lass of optimization pro edures
and approximation methods, some of whi h were already pointed out in Se tion 6.
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